
Mega A5 Bullet Journal Notebook Review and Pen Test:  STATIONERYNERD.COM/JOURNALS

Brand name Amazabooks Artist's Loft Chance Books by Labon Designworks Ink Dingbats Ghost Grid Green Inspired JoyNote

Notebook type Hardcover Journal Hardcover Journal 
Chance Books by Labon 

Journal
Floral Chipboard Journal Wildlife Medium A5+ Notebook

Ghost Grid Hardcover 
Notebook by Book Factory

Chipboard Exposed Binding 
Notebook

Executive Ruled Notebook

LINK & PRICE

Link to purchase http://amzn.to/2F8lzIF
http://www.michaels.com/gray-dot-
journal-by-artists-
loft/10532089.html

http://amzn.to/2CPvR1Y Target http://amzn.to/2EjA9Me http://amzn.to/2CQRn6B Target http://amzn.to/2F8zcHR 

Price I paid in U.S.A. $17.97 $5.00 $11.99 ~$8.99 $24.95 $17.99 $7.99 $13.99

SIZE INFORMATION

Actual Size | h x w 8.5" x 5.3" 8" x 6"  |  203mm x 152mm 132mm x 210mm | 8.25" x 5.25" 8.5" x 5.8" 8.46" x 6.3" | 201mm x 155mm 8.25" x 5.25" 8.25" x 5"  |  210mm x 130mm 8.25" x 5.75" | 210mm x 145mm

True A5?
210mm x 148mm |  8.3" x 5.8"

1/2" narrower than A5 slightly taller and wider than A5 1/2" narrower than A5 True A5 1/2" wider than A5 Narrower than A5. Half-letter. Narrower than A5 True A5

Available notebook sizes ~A5, ~A6 ~A5 ~A5 A5 A5+, A4+, reporter A6+ ~A5/half-letter, ~A4/letter (8.5" x 1 ~A5 A5

COVER & BINDING

Cover hard or soft? hard hard hard hard hard hard hard hard

Color options? black & silver embossed wave 8+ color options cloth cover, 6 colors floral with gold foil on chipboard vegan leather, pebbled, animal em   wood grain texture, faux leather multiple sayings cloth, multiple color combinations

Binding type sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn | exposed binding sewn

PAGE INFORMATION

# of pages 240 249 192 192 192 168 ~180 192

Paper weight 100gsm 80gsm 100gsm ~110gsm 100gsm 105gsm (70lbs text) ~110gsm 100gsm

Paper color cream white light cream light cream cream white white light cream

Available paper styles dotted dotted | lined lined lined (pink lines!) dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted lined lined (dotted coming soon)

Are pages numbered? no no no no - "subject/date" at top no (asterisk in corner of each pg) yes no no (date space at top of each pg)

Special Pages no index (4) no no no  index (4) no no  

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

# of bookmarks 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 2

Back cover pocket yes yes yes no  yes no no yes

Pen loop? no no no no yes no no no

Elastic closure yes yes yes (weak though) no yes no no yes

Additional features? no no no no
All pages are perforated.
FSC Certified paper & recycled 

no
band of color at inside spine on 
each page

spine/elastic contrasting colors 
with cover

Good notebook with lots of pages. 
Breaking in spine will allow book to 
lay flat. The quality seems solid and 
the pen test results are impressive 
with only moderate ghosting. A6 is 
pocket size.

A great economical option for 
beginners or to use as a practice 
notebook. Too much ghosting for my 
preference though.

A beautiful journal! The cloth cover 
makes it feel luxurious and special. 
Paper quality is high with almost no 
ghosting. Wide ruled lines for those 
with larger handwriting.

A gorgeous journal that's amazing to 
hold. Lays flat. Pink lines give the 
pages a subtle elegance. Narrow 
ruled lined.

It's wider than normal so it doesn't fit 
in my journal cover. Wasted astrick 
on pages where numbers should be. 
Minimal ghosting. Overpriced for 
quality.

I love Ghost Grid sprial books, and I 
love this hardbound book too. Once 
you break in the spine, it lays flat. 
There's virtually no ghosting and the 
paper is bright white.

This was my first "true" bullet journal. 
I've glued the spine a couple times 
but I love this notebook so much it 
was worth the effort. Find it near the 
greeting cards at Target.

Similar construction/styling to 
Lemome. Lighter weight paper minor 
ghosting. Paper is extra smooth. Love 
the cloth covers with gorgeous color 
combos.

PAM'S COMMENTS
prepared by

www.stationerynerd.com
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Brand name

Notebook type

LINK & PRICE

Link to purchase

Price I paid in U.S.A.

SIZE INFORMATION

Actual Size | h x w

True A5?
210mm x 148mm |  8.3" x 5.8"

Available notebook sizes

COVER & BINDING

Cover hard or soft?

Color options?

Binding type

PAGE INFORMATION

# of pages

Paper weight

Paper color

Available paper styles

Are pages numbered?

Special Pages

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

# of bookmarks

Back cover pocket

Pen loop?

Elastic closure

Additional features?

PAM'S COMMENTS
prepared by

www.stationerynerd.com

Lemome Lemome Lemome Leuchtturm 1917 Little More Markings by C.R. Gibson Moleskine Neo-Dot

The Bullet Journal 
Eco-Friendly Natural Cork 

Hardcover Notebook
Classic Notebook Medium A5 Notebook Dot Grid Journal Bulleting Log Journal Classic Collection

Premium Hardcover Notebook 
by Notobooks

http://amzn.to/2eTMwHm http://amzn.to/2ynER95 http://amzn.to/2eUjPK4 http://amzn.to/2uXy0E0 http://amzn.to/2FbIbrK
www.officedepot.com/a/products/9
37677/Markings-by-CR-Gibson-
Bulletin-Log

http://amzn.to/2i2TmsD http://amzn.to/2qDpSbu

$15.99 $12.99 $14.94 $19.95 $17.99 $9.99 $17.96 $14.59

8.4" x 5.7" 8.4" x 5.7" 8.4" x 5.7" 8.25" x 5.75"   |  210mm x 145mm 7" x 5.5" 8.5" x 6" 8.25" x 5" 8" x 5.5" | 140mm x 210mm

3mm taller than A5 3mm taller than A5 3mm taller than A5 True A5 smaller than A5, bigger than A6 slightly larger than A5 3/4" narrower than A5 1/4" narrower than A5

A5 A5 A5 B5, A4, A4+, A5, A6, A7 A5- A5
X-Large, Large, Medium, 
Pocket, X-Small

A5

hard  |  PU leather hard | cork fabric hard | soft suede-like fabric Hard hard Hard | leatherette hard hard

4+ colors 1 1 17+ color options blue with dots/icons Gray 9+ color toptions black  

sewn sewn | 180° lay flat spine sewn | 180° lay flat spine sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn 

185 192 180 249 153 240 240 192

100 gsm 120gsm 120gsm 80gsm 100gsm ~70gsm (maybe 60gsm?) 70gsm 100gsm

cream cream cream cream light cream ivory light ivory (almost white) bright white

dotted  lined | blank dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted squared with date header dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted

yes no no yes yes no (spot for your own numbers) no no

events, goals (3), index (3), 
summary, perf notes (3)

no no 3 index
key (4), index (4), blank (42), 8 
perforated notes

yearly calendar, time zone map, 
conversion chart

no no

2 1 1 2 2 3 1 2

yes yes yes yes no yes, for included ruler only yes yes

yes yes yes - on spine additional purchase
(matching colors available)

yes no no yes

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

stickers, pen, ruler
all pages are perforated for easy 
removal

stickers stickers (adorable hand drawn) plastic bookmark ruler 
dots go all the way to the edge of 
the paper

really cool endpaper design (inside 
covers)

Note that the paper here is 100gsm 
compared to other Lemome at 
120gsm. 

The paper in Lemome notebooks is 
thick and smooth. No ghosting. The 
lay-flat spine is truly amazing!

The paper in Lemome notebooks is 
thick and smooth. No ghosting. The 
lay-flat spine is truly amazing!

Too much ghosting for me! The paper 
is smooth. Dots are light gray. Lots of 
pages.

I like the smaller size of this 
notebook. Construction is good, it 
lays flat and the cover is cute. 
Moderate ghosting.

This would be an awesome notebook 
if the paper was heavier. Would be 
fine for ballpoint pen use only.

The paper is simply too thin for bullet 
journaling or diary writing. Too much 
ghosting.

Made with creators in mind and as a 
creative professional, I appreciate the 
quality and wormanship on this 
notebook. The paper is lovely and 
almost no ghosting. 
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Brand name

Notebook type

LINK & PRICE

Link to purchase

Price I paid in U.S.A.

SIZE INFORMATION

Actual Size | h x w

True A5?
210mm x 148mm |  8.3" x 5.8"

Available notebook sizes

COVER & BINDING

Cover hard or soft?

Color options?

Binding type

PAGE INFORMATION

# of pages

Paper weight

Paper color

Available paper styles

Are pages numbered?

Special Pages

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

# of bookmarks

Back cover pocket

Pen loop?

Elastic closure

Additional features?

PAM'S COMMENTS
prepared by

www.stationerynerd.com

Peter Pauper Press Picadilly Scribbles That Matter SuperiorMaker Tekukor UberWorks UberWorks  Walmart Exceed 

Essentials
Lined Diary | Dot Matrix

Essential Notebook Medium Iconic or Pro Version Executive Notebook Dotted A5 Notebook Premium UberWorks LUFT UberWorks GAYA 
Hardcover Notebook

(Walmart)

http://amzn.to/2uFeVpT http://amzn.to/2f926yW http://amzn.to/2eU8Pwh http://amzn.to/2v4gI8Q http://amzn.to/2zyXXfN http://amzn.to/2h9kOXV http://amzn.to/2w6HDxP Walmart

$11.49 $11.23 $19.99 $15.94 $12.95 $13.52 $14.49 $5.94

8.25" x 5.75"   |  210mm x 145mm 8.3" x 5.1"  |  206mm x 127mm 8.25" x 5.75"   |  210mm x 145mm 8.25" x 5"  8.25" x 5.75"   |  210mm x 145mm 8.4" x 5.6" 8.4" x 5.6" 8.25" x 5"  |  210mm x 130mm

True A5 3/4" narrower than A5 True A5 3/4" narrower than A5 True A5 slightly taller and narrower than A slightly taller and narrower than A 8.25" x 5"  |  210mm x 130mm

A5 ~B5, ~A5, ~B6 A4, A5, A6 A5 A5, A6 ~A5 ~A5 ~A4, ~A5, ~A6

hard hard hard  |  PU leather hard hard hard  |  Wine Cork Texture hard  |  wood grain printed patter hard  

2 color options 17+ color options Iconic (doodled icons) | Pro (plain 3+ color options 1 color 5+ color options 4+ colors multiple colors

sewn Smyth Sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn sewn

192 240 201 240 192 192 192 240

100 gsm 80gsm 100 gsm 100 gsm 100gsm 80 gsm 80 gsm ~70gsm

light ivory cream light ivory (almost white) Ivory ivory soft beige soft beige light ivory

dotted  |  lined lined | squared | blank dotted lined | dotted dotted  dotted | lined | plain dotted | lined | plain dotted | line | blank

no no yes no yes no no no

no no 1 key | 3 index | 2 pen test no no no no no

1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

no no yes no no no yes  no

yes yes yes yes yes - extra wide yes yes - extra wide yes

no no page marking stickers no
Content pages in back, perforated 
pages in back. Stickers

Content pages in back, perforated 
pages in back. Stickers

no

The lines are narrow ruled and light 
gray, perfect for a diary. Minimal 
ghosting. Great economical option.

The paper will not hold up to heavy 
ink or marker. Will work fine for 
Sharpie Pen or ballpoint or colored 
pencils.

WINNER!!
I use my Scribbles as my travel 
journal. The paper is amazing, the 
cover is adorable, the customer 
service is outstanding. We love 
Scribbles!

I have 2 of these notebooks - the 
lined is my work bujo and I love it. 
The dots in the dotted are dark gray, 
which is distracting.

WINNER!!
This is the notebook I chose to use 
first out of the entire pile of 
notebooks. I love love love this 
journal!

But I'm using the lined notebook as 
my writing journal and I love the 
smoothness of the paper. Some 
ghosting

I have the lined and plain. I think the 
lined one is going to be my next bujo 
choice. Some ghosting.

This notebook was hot during Back-to-
School sales in 2017 but is now sold 
out and not available. Poor paper 
quality, terrible ghosting, weak 
binding. 
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Brand name

Notebook type

LINK & PRICE

Link to purchase

Price I paid in U.S.A.

SIZE INFORMATION

Actual Size | h x w

True A5?
210mm x 148mm |  8.3" x 5.8"

Available notebook sizes

COVER & BINDING

Cover hard or soft?

Color options?

Binding type

PAGE INFORMATION

# of pages

Paper weight

Paper color

Available paper styles

Are pages numbered?

Special Pages

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

# of bookmarks

Back cover pocket

Pen loop?

Elastic closure

Additional features?

PAM'S COMMENTS
prepared by

www.stationerynerd.com

Alibabette Editions Clairefontaine  Daycraft Daycraft Pentalic Art UNNI Xonex

Paris La Vie Est Belle Basic Clothbound Notebook
Inspiro | Stop Wishing Start 

Doing
Signature | Grey & Turquoise

Traveler Pocket Journal
Classic Notebook Stone Journal

http://amzn.to/2eTFpi7 http://amzn.to/2ysb7b7 http://amzn.to/2h9jBzN http://amzn.to/2h9lJrk http://amzn.to/2uEQk4u http://amzn.to/2zyJ2jL http://amzn.to/2tPZPPt

$8.95 $8.26 $17.50 $19.98 $10.95 $10.95 $12.99

8.25 x 5.9 8.25" X 6"  |  210mm x 148mm 8.3" x 5.8"  | 212mm x 151mm 8.3" x 5.8"  | 212mm x 151mm 8" x 6"  |  203mm x 152mm 8.25" X 6"  |  210mm x 148mm 8.25" x 5.75"

3mm wider than A5 True A5 3mm taller than A5 3mm taller than A5 slightly narrower and taller than A5 YES nearly A5

A5 A5 A5, A6 A5, A6 8" x 6" and  6" x 4" A4, A5, A6 A5

soft soft | heavy textured paper soft  |  "fine Italian PU leather" soft  |  "fine Italian PU leather" soft | soft touch Italian made soft | Premium Smooth PU leather
(also available in hard cover)

soft  |  coated plastic

8+ decorative cover designs 1 6+ inspirational sayings, colors 10+ color combinations 18+ colors 10+ color options 1

sewn | paperback binding glue | paperback binding sewn sewn Sewn sewn sewn paperback binding

100 192 176 176 160 192 160

100 gsm 90gsm 100gsm 100gsm 120gsm 100gsm ~70gsm (or less?)

light ivory white cream cream white light ivory bright white

lined lined | dotted | squared dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted | lined | squared | blank dotted | lined | squared | blank lined

no no no no no no no

no no no no no no no

0 no 1 1 1 1 0

no no no no yes yes no

no no no no no no no

no yes no no yes yes no

slight verticle marks along 
bottom/top line to easily draw 

no paper edge in contrasting color paper edge in contrasting color
dots go all the way to the edge of 
the paper

no no

This is a great little notebook with 
heavy paper. It'd be perfect as a carry-
along or inside a Traveler's Notebook

This little notebook has seriously 
beautiful paper! Ghosting is minimal. 
The paper is so smooth and a dream to 
write on.  Would be great as a carry-
along for your main bujo.

I love Daycraft notebooks! The paper is 
amazing and the covers are so soft.

I love Daycraft notebooks! The paper is 
amazing and the covers are so soft.

I have two of these - turquoise and gold 
- and LOVE them both. The paper is 
bright white and the dots are light gray. 
Paper is thick for no ghosting at all.

I think they've changed their notebook 
design since I purchased the sample on 
7/27/17. The paper weight is lighter 
than 100gsm in the one I have.

This notebook is no longer available, 
but I wanted to review it because it's 
stone paper. I hate it! The paper is 
rough, bleeds and punctures from 
pens.
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